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ABSTRACT
We have conducted a deep survey (with a central rms of 55µJy) with the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) at 120-168
MHz of the Boötes field, with an angular resolution of 3.98
′′
× 6.45
′′
, and obtained a sample of 10091 radio sources (5σ
limit) over an area of 20deg2. The astrometry and flux scale accuracy of our source catalog is investigated. The resolution
bias, incompleteness and other systematic effects that could affect our source counts are discussed and accounted for.
The derived 150 MHz source counts present a flattening below sub-mJy flux densities, that is in agreement with
previous results from high- and low- frequency surveys. This flattening has been argued to be due to an increasing
contribution of star-forming galaxies and faint active galactic nuclei. Additionally, we use our observations to evaluate
the contribution of cosmic variance to the scatter in source counts measurements. The latter is achieved by dividing
our Boötes mosaic into 10 non-overlapping circular sectors, each one with an approximate area of 2 deg2. The counts
in each sector are computed in the same way as done for the entire mosaic. By comparing the induced scatter with
that of counts obtained from depth observations scaled to 150MHz, we find that the 1σ scatter due to cosmic variance
is larger than the Poissonian errors of the source counts, and it may explain the dispersion from previously reported
depth source counts at flux densities S < 1mJy. This work demonstrates the feasibility of achieving deep radio imaging
at low-frequencies with LOFAR.
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1. Introduction
The most luminous radio sources are often associated with
radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGN) powered by accre-
tion onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs), whose radio
emission is generated by the conversion of potential energy
into electromagnetic energy released as synchrotron radia-
tion and manifesting itself as large-scale structures (radio
jets and lobes). The less luminous radio-selected objects are
mostly associated with accreting systems like radio-quiet
AGNs or starburst galaxies. The radio-emission in star-
forming systems has two components: a non-thermal syn-
chrotronic component produced by cosmic rays originating
from supernova shockwaves, and a thermal free-free compo-
nent arising from the interstellar medium ionization by hot
massive stars (Condon 1992). Star formation is also thought
to be responsible at least for a fraction of radio emission
in radio-quiet AGNs. (Padovani et al. 2011; Condon et al.
2012).
In recent years, many studies have confirmed a flat-
tening in the (Euclidean normalized) radio counts below a
few mJy (Smolčić et al. 2008; Padovani et al. 2009) first de-
tected more than three decades ago (Windhorst et al. 1985;
Kellermann et al. 1986). This flatening is due to an increas-
Send offprint requests to: E. Retana-Montenegro, e-mail:
edwinretana@gmail.com
ing contribution of faint radio sources at sub-mJy flux den-
sities. The precise fraction associated with different objects
is still under debate, with studies showing a mixture of el-
lipticals, dwarf galaxies, high-z AGNs, and starburst galax-
ies (Padovani 2011; Smolčić et al. 2017a). The plethora of
objects found suggests a complex interplay between star-
formation (SF) and AGN activity in the universe.
Additional efforts are important to understand the physi-
cal processes that trigger the radio emission of the sub-mJy
and microJy sources. Currently, this is partly hampered
because the required sensitivity to detect fainter objects
have been achieved in only a few small patches of the sky
(Schinnerer et al. 2010; Condon et al. 2012; Miller et al.
2013; Vernstrom et al. 2016; Smolčić et al. 2017b).
The majority of deep surveys (Schinnerer et al. 2010;
White et al. 2012; Miller et al. 2013; Vernstrom et al. 2016;
Smolčić et al. 2017b) have been carried using radio tele-
scopes operating at high-frequencies (> 1.0GHz). This sit-
uation is rapidly changing as the number of low-frequency
radio surveys (< 1.0GHz) has increased in the last few
years. Some survey examples include the VLA Low fre-
quency Sky Survey (VLSS; Cohen et al. 2007), Murchison
Widefield Array (MWA) Galactic and Extragalactic All-
sky MWA survey (GLEAM; Wayth et al. 2015), and the
LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS, Shimwell et al.
2017). However, several challenges such as strong radio
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Fig. 1. Comparison between two radio sources with the same
flux, but different spectral indices. The black triangles denote
the 5σ flux density limits for previous all-sky shallow low- and
high- frequency surveys (Hales et al. 1988; Becker et al. 1995;
Condon et al. 1998; Rengelink et al. 1997; Cohen et al. 2007;
Heald et al. 2015; Intema et al. 2017), while color bars indi-
cate the 3 different tiers for LOFAR surveys using the LOFAR
Low band antennas (LBA) and High band antennas (HBA),
and the deepest high-frequency surveys currently published
(Schinnerer et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2013; Smolčić et al. 2017b).
Sources steeper than α = −2.1 will be detected at higher signif-
cance in the Tier2/Tier-3 surveys than in deep high-frequency
surveys, while sources flatter than α = −0.75 at detected at
both low and high frequencies.
interference and varying effects like ionospheric phase er-
rors across the instrument field of view (FOV) make pro-
ducing high-resolution, low-frequency radio maps a diffi-
cult task (Noordam 2004). The necessity to overcome these
challenges and to fully exploit the science offered by low-
frequency telescopes has spurred an invigorated interest
by radio-astronomers in improving the low-frequency cal-
ibration and imaging techniques (e.g. Cotton et al. 2004;
Intema et al. 2009; Kazemi et al. 2011; Smirnov 2011;
van Weeren et al. 2016; Tasse et al. 2017).
The LOFAR Surveys Key Science Project (SKSP) is em-
barking on a survey with three tiers of observations: the
LoTSS survey at Tier-1 level covers the largest area at
the lowest sensitivity (& 100µJy) covering the whole 2pi
steradians of the northern sky. Deeper Tier-2 and Tier-3
programs aim to cover smaller fields with extensive multi-
wavelength data up to a depth of tens and a few microJy, re-
spectively (see Röttgering et al. 2011). Together these sur-
veys will open the low-frequency electromagnetic spectrum
for exploration, allowing unprecedented studies of the faint
radio population across cosmic time and opening up new
parameter space for searches for rare, unusual objects such
as high-z quasars (Retana-Montenegro & Röttgering 2018)
in a systematic way (see Fig. 1).
One of the regions for the Tier-2 and Tier-3 radio-
continuum surveys is the Boötes field. This 9.2 deg2 re-
gion is one of the NOAO Deep Wide Field Survey (ND-
WFS, Jannuzi & Dey 1999) fields, and has a large wealth
of multi-wavelength data available including: X-rays (Chan-
dra; Kenter et al. 2005), optical (Uspec,BW ,R,I,z,Y bands;
Jannuzi & Dey 1999; Cool 2007; Bian et al. 2013), infrared
(J,H,K bands, Spitzer ; Autry et al. 2003; Ashby et al.
2009; Jannuzi et al. 2010), and radio (60-1400 MHz;
de Vries et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2013; van Weeren et al.
2014; Williams et al. 2016).
In this work, we present deep 150 MHz LOFAR obser-
vations of the Boötes field obtained using the facet cal-
ibration technique described by van Weeren et al. (2016).
The data reduction and analysis for other deep fields us-
ing the kMS approach (Tasse 2014; Smirnov & Tasse 2015)
and DDFacet imager (Tasse et al. 2017) will be presented
in future papers (Mandal in prep.; Sabater in prep.; Tasse
in prep.). This paper is structured as follows. In Sections
2 and 3, we describe the observations and data reduction,
respectevely. We present our image and source catalog in
Section 4. We also discuss for the flux density scale, astrom-
etry accuracy, and completeness and reliability. The differ-
ential source counts are presented and discussed in Section
5. The contribution of cosmic variance to the scatter in
source counts measurements is also discussed in Section 5.
Finally, we summarise our conclusions in Section 6. We as-
sume the convection Sν ∝ ν−α, where ν is the frequency, α
is the spectral index, and Sν is the flux density as function
of frequency.
2. Observations
The Boötes observations centered at 14h32m00s
+34d30m00s (J2000 coordinates) were obtained with
the LOFAR High band antenna (HBA). We combine 7
datasets observed from March 2013 (Cycle 0) to October
2015 (Cycle 4), which correspond aproximately to a total
observing time of 55 hours. When the LOFAR stations
operate in the “HBA DUAL INNER” configuration at 150
MHz, LOFAR has a half-power beam width (HPBW) of
∼ 5 degrees with an angular resolution of ∼ 5′′ (using only
the central and remote stations located in The Nether-
lands). 3C196 is used as primary flux calibrator and was
observed 10 minutes prior to the target observation. The
nearby radio-loud quasar 3C295 was selected as secondary
flux calibrator, and was observed for 10 minutes after the
target. The observations from cycles 0 and 2 consist of 366
subbands covering the range 110-182 MHz. The subbands
below 120 MHz and above 167 MHz generally present poor
signal–to-noise (S/N). Therefore, in the following cycles,
to obtain a more efficient use of the LOFAR bandwidth the
frequency range was restricted to 120-167 MHz, resulting
in only 243 subbands per observation. The total time on
target varies depending on the cycle. The two observations
from Cycle 0 are 5 and 10 hours long, whereas Boötes was
observed for 8 hours per observation in Cycles 2 and 4. The
frequency and time resolution for the observations varies
for each cycle. Table 1 presents the details for each one
of the observations used in our analysis. Our observations
include the dataset L240772 analyzed by Williams et al.
(2016).
3. Data reduction
In this section, the data reduction steps of the LOFAR data
processing are briefly explained. These steps are divided
into three stages: the calibration into a non-directional and
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Table 1. Summary of the LOFAR Boötes observations.
Obs. ID Amp. calibrator Observation date Frequency range Subbands (Sb) Ch. per sb Ch. width Int. time Total time
[MHz] [MHz] [Seconds] [Hours]
L240772 3C196 2014–08-10 110-182 000-365 8 24.41 2 8
L243561 3C196 2014–09-15 110-182 000-365 8 24.41 2 8
L374583 3C196 2014–09-24 120-169 244-487 16 12.21 1 8
L400135 3C196 2015–10-10 120-169 244-487 16 12.21 1 8
L401825 3C196 2015–10-21 120-169 244-487 16 12.21 1 8
L133895 3C196 2013–05-13 110-182 000-365 4 48.83 5 5
L131784 3C196 2013–05-07 110-182 000-365 4 48.83 5 10
directional-dependent parts, and the combination of the fi-
nal calibrated datasets. We refer the reader to the works
of van Weeren et al. (2016) and Williams et al. (2016) for
a more detailed explanation of the calibration procedure.
3.1. Direction independent calibration
First, we start by downloading the unaveraged data from
the LOFAR Long Term Archive (LTA)1. We follow the ba-
sic sequence of steps for the direction-independent (DI)
calibration: basic flagging and RFI removal employing
AOflagger (Offringa et al. 2010, 2012); flagging of the con-
tributing flux associated to bright off-axis sources referred
as the A-team (Cyg A, Cas A, Vir A, and Tau A); obtain-
ing XX and YY gain solution towards the primary flux cal-
ibrator using a 3C196 skymodel provided by V.N. Pandey;
determining the clock offsets between core and remote sta-
tions using the primary flux calibrator phases solutions as
described by van Weeren et al. (2016); measuring the XX
and YY phase offsets for the calibrator; transferring of am-
plitude, clock values and phase offsets to the target field;
averaging each subband to a resolution of 4 seconds and
4 channels (no averaging is done for cycle 0 data); initial
phase calibration of the amplitude corrected target field
using a LOFAR skymodel of Boötes. The final products
from the DI calibration are fiducial datasets consisting of
10 subbands equivalent to 2 MHz bands. Each observation
is composed of 23 or 21 bands depending on the number
of bands flagged due to RFI. We limit the frequency to the
range 120-167 MHz to accomplish an uniform coverage in
the frequency domain.
The DI calibrated bands are imaged at medium-
resolution (∼ 40′′ × 30′′) using wsclean2 (Offringa et al.
2014). From these images, we construct a medium-
resolution skymodel that is subtracted from the visibil-
ity data. Later, these data are imaged at low-resolution
(∼ 110′′ × 93′′) to obtain a low-resolution skymodel. This
two-stage approach allows to include extended emission
that could have been missed in the medium-resolution im-
age. Both medium- and low- resolution skymodels are com-
bined to create the band skymodel. Finally, the band sky-
model is used to subtract the sources from the UV data to
obtain DI residual visibilities. This subtraction is temporar-
ily, as these sources will be added later in the directional
self-calibration process. This stage of the data processing is
carried out using the prefactor3 tool.
1 http://lofar.target.rug.nl/
2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/wsclean/
3 https://github.com/lofar-astron/prefactor/
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Fig. 2. The spatial distribution of the facets in the Boötes field
(blue solid lines). The large circle (solid black line) indicates
the radial cutoff of 2.5 degrees used to apply the primary beam
correction.
3.2. Direction dependent calibration
Direction-dependent (DD) effects such as the spatial
and temporal variability of the LOFAR station beam re-
sponse, and the ionospheric distortions must be consid-
ered to obtain high-fidelity low-frequency radio images. It
is well known that these effects are responsible for arti-
facts and higher noise levels in low-frequency images (e.g.
Yatawatta et al. 2013). A simple approach to correct these
DD effects was originally proposed by Schwab (1984). If the
variation of the DD effects across the field of view (FOV)
is smooth, we can divide the FOV into a discrete num-
ber of regions or “facets”. Within each facet, there needs
to be a bright source or group of closely spaced bright
sources, which is designated as the facet calibrator. A self-
calibration process can be performed on each facet calibra-
tor. This yields a set of DD calibration solutions that are
used to calibrate the whole facet. With the DD solutions
applied an image of the facet is made and a model for the
sources is created. Subsequently, this model is subtracted
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Fig. 3. LOFAR 150 MHz mosaic of the Boötes field after beam correction. The size of the mosaic is approximately 20 deg2. The
synthesised beam size is 5.5′′ × 7.4′′. The color scale varies from −0.5σc to 10σc, where σc = 55 µJy/beam is the rms noise in the
central region.
from the visibility data, and the next brightest facet is dealt
with (Noordam 2004). By executing these steps in an iter-
ative way, it is possible to correct the DD effects for all
the facets in the FOV. Here, we adopt the DD calibration
technique described by van Weeren et al. (2016) to process
LOFAR HBA datasets. This procedure is now implemented
in the factor4 pipeline.
In our data processing, we use the same facet calibrator
distribution as Williams et al. (2016) with new boundary
geometry (see Fig. 2). The range of the flux density for our
facet calibrators is between 0.3 mJy and 2 Jy. To start the
DD process, the corresponding facet calibrator, which was
subtracted at the end of the DI calibration is added back
to the UV data, and all the bands are phase-rotated in
the direction of the calibrator. The self-calibration process
comprises several cycles. In the first and second cycles, we
solve for the phase-offsets and the total ionospheric elec-
tron content (TEC) terms (which introduces a frequency-
dependent ionospheric distortion on the phases offsets) only
4 https://github.com/lofar-astron/factor
on timescales of ∼ 10 seconds. For the the third and fourth
cycles, we initially solve only for phase+TEC. Finally, we
obtain phase+amplitude solutions on large timescales (> 5
minutes for bright calibrators) to mainly capture the rela-
tive slow variations in the beam. The last self-calibration
cycle can be iterated various times until convergence is
achieved. This last iteration step helps to decrease the num-
ber of artifacts around bright facet calibrators.
The imaging of the facet starts when the sources not
selected as facet calibrators are added back to the UV data
and the DD solutions are applied. The facet is imaged in
two stages with wsclean (Offringa et al. 2014). First, it is
imaged at high resolution (∼ 5′′) to include all the com-
pact sources in a high-resolution facet skymodel. Secondly,
the brightest sources from the high-resolution skymodel
are subtracted, and the facet is imaged at low-resolution
(∼ 25′′) to obtain a skymodel that includes diffuse emis-
sion that can be missed during the high-resolution imaging
step. Both high and low resolution models are combined
into a new updated skymodel for the facet that is subtracted
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Fig. 4. Map showing the central 400′ × 400′ region of the mosaic center after primary beam correction. The synthesized beam
size is 5.5′′ × 7.4′′. The color scale varies from −6σl to 16σl, where σl = 55 µJy/beam is the local rms noise.
from the full data. This process does not only improve the
DI residual visibilities by reducing the effective noise in the
UV data as the source subtraction is performed now using
the DD solutions, but also suppresses the effect of the pres-
ence of bright calibrators on the subsequent subtraction of
fainter facets. The facets are processed in a serial sequence,
which is ordered in descending order according to the facet
calibrator flux density.
3.3. Combined facet imaging
The procedure to combine different observations is summa-
rized in the following steps:
1. Shifting to a common phase center: For each facet, the
astrometry ultimately depends on the precision of the
calibration model of the facet calibrator. This implies
that the astrometry can be shifted between different re-
gions due to the differences in precision between the
models of facet calibrators. This also explains the rea-
son why the astrometry for the same facet is usually
slightly shifted, compared to that of other observations.
To account for the astrometry offsets between different
observations, we phase-shift all the data corresponding
to the same facet to a common phase center.
2. Normalizing imaging weights: The data from cycle 0
(4ch,5s) has been further time averaged in comparison
with the data from cycles 2 and 4 (4ch,4s). Thus, the
imaging weights of cycle 0 data are multiplied by a fac-
tor of 1.25 to account for the extra time averaging.
3. Facet imaging: The phase-shifted datasets from all the
observations corresponding to a facet are imaged to-
gether with wsclean. We use a pixel size of 1.5
′′
, and
a robust parameter of −0.7 to obtain a more uniform
weighting between short and remote baselines.
4. Mosaicing and primary-beam correction: The result-
ing facets from the imaging step are mosaiced using
factor. To apply the primary beam correction, we use
a beam model created by wsclean. The correction is
carried out by dividing the facet images by the regrid-
ded wsclean beam model. We impose a radial cutoff
where the sensitivity of the phased array beam is 50
per cent of that at the pointing center (i.e. a radius of
∼ 2.5 deg).
4. Images and sources catalog
4.1. Final mosaic
The final mosaic has an angular resolution of 3.98
′′ × 6.45′′
with PA = 103◦ and a central rms of ∼ 55µJy/beam . The
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Fig. 5. Noise map of the LOFAR 150 MHz mosaic of the Boötes
field after primary beam correction. The color scale varies from
0.5σc to 9σc, where σc = 55 µJy/beam is the rms noise in
the central region. Contours are plotted at 70 µJy/beam and
110 µJy/beam.
entire mosaic and the central region of the Boötes field are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.
4.2. Noise analysis and source extraction
We evaluate the spatial variation of the sensitivity of our
mosaic using a noise map created by PyBDSF5 (the Python
Blob Dectection and Source Finder, formerly PyBDSM)
(Mohan & Rafferty 2015). The noise map of the Boötes mo-
saic is shown in Fig. 5. The noise threshold varies from ∼
5 https://github.com/lofar-astron/PyBDSF
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Fig. 6. Visibility area of the LOFAR image of the Boötes field.
The full area covered is 20 deg2.
55µJy/beam in the central region to ∼ 180µJy/beam at the
mosaic edges. Around bright sources (> 500 mJy/beam),
the image noise can increase up to 5 times that of an un-
affected region. This is caused by residual phase errors still
present after DD calibration. The total area in which a
source with a given flux can be detected, or visibility area,
of our mosaic is displayed in Fig 6. As expected, the vis-
ibility area increases rapidly between ∼ 55 µJy/beam to
∼ 250 µJy/beam, with approximately 90 per cent of the
mosaic area having a rms noise less than 160 µJy/beam.
Two facets located near the mosaic edge have relatively
higher noise levels in comparison with adjacent facets. In
these regions, the DD calibration fails as their facet calibra-
tors have low flux densities (S150MHz < 1mJy) resulting in
amplitude and/or phase solutions with low S/N ratios. The
application of these poor solutions to the data gives as re-
sult high-noise facets (σ > 120 − 150 µJy/beam) in the
mosaic.
The software package PyBDSF was used to build an ini-
tial source catalog within the chosen radial cutoff. The ini-
tial source catalog consists of 10091 sources detected above
a 5σ peak flux density threshold. Of these 1978 are iden-
tified by PyBDSF with the source structure code “M” (i.e.
sources with multiple components or complex structure),
and the rest are classified as “S” (i.e. fitted by a single gaus-
sian component). We inspected our mosaic and found 170
multi-component sources that are misclassified into differ-
ent single sources by PyBDSF as their emission does not
overlap. This includes the 54 extended sources identified by
Williams et al. (2016). The components for such sources are
merged together by 1) assigning the total flux from all the
components as the total flux of the new merged source, 2)
assigning the peak flux of the brightest component as the
peak flux of the new merged source, and 3) computing the
flux-weighted mean position of the components and assign-
ing it as the position of the source. We list these merged
sources as “Flag_merged” in the final source catalog.
We visually inspected the surroundings of bright objects
to identify fake detections. A total of 119 objects are iden-
tified as artifacts and flagged “Flag_artifact” in our final
catalog. These objects are excluded from our source counts
calculations (see Section 6).
4.3. Astrometry
To check the positional accuracy, the LOFAR data is cross-
correlated against the FIRST survey (Becker et al. 1995).
We crossmatched the two catalogs using a matching radius
of 2
′′
. In order to minimize the possibility of mismatching,
we consider only LOFAR sources with the following crite-
ria: i) a S/N > 10 in both LOFAR and FIRST maps (i.e.
high S/N sources), and ii) an angular size less than 50
′′
to
select only compact sources with reliable positions. We find
that the mean offsets in right ascension and declination for
the cross-matched 989 LOFAR sources are 〈α〉 = 0.012 ±
1 × 10−4 arcsec and 〈δ〉 = 0.27 ± 1 × 10−4 arcsec, respec-
tively. The standard deviations of the right ascension and
declination are σRA = 0.57 arcsec and σDEC = 0.64 arcsec,
respectively. The examination of the offsets in the right as-
cension and declination directions shows that these have
an asymmetrical distribution that differs between facets
(see Fig. 7, left panels). We correct the positional offsets
in both directions using the FIRST catalog for each facet
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independently. This is done by fitting a 2D plane to the off-
sets between the LOFAR and FIRST positions. The plane
is A0 (α− α0) + B0 (δ − δ0) + C0 = 0, where α and δ are
the right ascension and declination of the LOFAR-FIRST
sources, respectively, α0 and δ0 are the central right as-
cension and declination of the corresponding facet, and the
constants A0, B0, and C0 have units of arcseconds. This
fitting provides the astrometry correction that is applied to
all sources withing the corresponding facet (see Fig. 7, right
panels). We find a total of selected 1048 LOFAR/FIRST
sources after the corrections are applied. The mean offsets
for the corrected positions are 〈α〉 = 0.009±1×10−4 arcsec
and 〈δ〉 = 0.005±3×10−4 arcsec, respectively. The standard
deviations are σRA = 0.42 arcsec and σDEC = 0.40 arcsec,
respectively. Fig. 8 shows the corrected positional offsets.
As these offsets are typically smaller than the pixel scale
in our mosaic, we do not apply any further corrections for
positional offsets in our catalog.
4.4. Bandwidth and time smearing
Two systematic effects that must be accounted for are band-
width and time smearing. This combined smearing effect
reduces the peak flux of a source, and simultaneously the
source size is distorted or blurred in such way that the total
flux is conserved, but the peak flux is reduced. The smear-
ing effect depends on resolution, channel width, integration
time, and increases with the source distance from the phase
center. Williams et al. (2016) averaged their data to a res-
olution of 2 channels and 8 seconds, which yields a peak
flux decrease of 15 per cent at 2.5 degrees from the pointing
center according to the equations given by Bridle & Schwab
(1999). In this work, the reduction in peak flux is less severe
as our averaging factor is two times smaller in frequency and
time. This results in a reduction of roughly 8 per cent at the
same distance. This holds for all the datasets that were not
observed in cycle 0. For cycle 0 observations, the resolution
available is 4 channel and 5 seconds. In this case, the peak
flux underestimation is approximately 10 per cent at 2.5
deg from the pointing center. Following Bridle & Schwab
(1999), we apply a weighted smearing correction that takes
into account the frequency resolution and integration time
of the data sets. The factor for Cycle 0 observations is
15/55 = 0.27 (i.e. the ratio between the observing time
obtained in Cycle 0 and the total observing time), and for
the other cycles the factor is 40/55 (i.e. its reciprocal 0.73).
The smearing correction factor (≥ 1.0) depends on the dis-
tance of the source from the pointing center.
4.5. Flux density scale accuracy
To verify the flux density scale for our Boötes catalog and
check its consistency with the Scaife & Heald (2012) flux
scale, we compare our fluxes with the GMRT 150 MHz
Boötes catalog by Williams et al. (2013). These authors ob-
tained a mosaic with rms levels of 2 − 5mJy and an an-
gular resolution of 25 arcsec. First, a representative sam-
ple of sources is chosen using the following criteria: i) a
S/N > 15 in both LOFAR and GMRT maps (i.e. high S/N
sources), ii) an angular size less than 50
′′
, and iii) no neigh-
bors within a distance equal to the GMRT beam size or
25′′ (i.e. isolated sources). Secondly, we use a scaling factor
of 1.078 to put the GMRT fluxes on the Scaife & Heald
(2012) scale, according to the 3C196 calibration model
(Williams et al. 2016). The crossmatching yields a total of
1250 LOFAR/GMRT sources. We find a mean flux ratio of
fR = 0.88 with a standard deviation of σfR = 0.15, which
indicates a systematic offset in our flux scale in compar-
ison with the GMRT fluxes. Thus, we apply a correction
factor of 12 per cent to our LOFAR fluxes. After correct-
ing the fluxes, we find a mean flux ratio of fR = 1.00 with
a standard deviation of σfR = 0.12 (see Fig. 9). Consid-
ering uncertainties on the flux scale such as: the accuracy
of the fluxes on LOFAR images obtained using skymod-
els based on the Scaife & Heald (2012) is approximately of
10 per cent (e.g. Mahony et al. 2016; Shimwell et al. 2017),
the errors of the GMRT flux scale (Williams et al. 2016),
and the differences in elevation between the calibrator and
target, we conclude that a 15 per cent uncertainty in our
flux scale is appropriate. These global errors are added in
quadrature to the flux uncertainties reported by PyBDSF in
our final catalog.
4.6. Resolved sources
We estimate the maximum extension of a radio source using
the total flux ST to peak flux SP ratio:
ST /SP = θmajθmin/bminbmaj, (1)
where θmin and θmaj are the source FWHM axes, bmin and
bmaj are the synthesized beam FWHM axes. The correlation
between the peak and total flux errors produces a flux ratio
distribution with skewer values at low S/N, while it has
a tail due to extented sources that extends to high ratios
(Prandoni et al. 2000). If ST /SP < 1 sources are affected
by errors introduced by the noise in our mosaic, we can
derive a criterion for extension assuming that these errors
affect ST /SP > 1 sources as well. The lower envelope (the
curve that contains 90 per cent of all sources with SP < ST )
is fitted in the SP /σ axis (where σ is the local rms noise).
This curved is mirrored above the SP = ST axis, and is
described by the equation:
ST /SP = 1.09 +
[
2.7
(SP /σ)
]
. (2)
Using the upper envelope, we find that 4458 of 10091 (i.e.
45 per cent) of the sources in our catalog can be consid-
ered extended (see Fig. 10, right panel). These sources are
listed as resolved in the final catalog (Section 4.8). However,
still some objects classified by PyBDSF as made of multiple
components are not identified by this criterion as resolved.
Similarly, point sources could be located above the envelope
by chance.
4.7. Completeness and reliability
The incompleteness in radio surveys is mainly an is-
sue at low S/N ratios, where a significant fraction of the
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Fig. 7. The spatial distribution of positional offsets uncorrected (left) and corrected (right) between high S/N and compact
LOFAR sources and their FIRST counterparts in the right ascention (top) and declination (bottom) directions. The colorbar
denotes the offsets for each object. We find 989 LOFAR/FIRST sources (left panels) using the uncorrected positions; when the
astrometry corrections are applied a total of 1048 LOFAR/FIRST sources are found (right panels). The black circle indicates the
radial cutoff used to apply the primary beam correction, while the green lines show the facet distribution in our Boötes mosaic.
sources can be missed. This is consequence of the image
noise on the source detection. For instance, at the detec-
tion threshold sources that are located on random noise
peaks are more easily detected than those located on noise
dips (Prandoni et al. 2000).
The fraction of sources detected at 5σ in the mosaic
is estimated through Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. First,
we insert artificial point sources into the residual map cre-
ated by PyBDSF (see Section 4.2). We generate 30 ran-
dom catalogs with an artificial source density of at least
three times the real catalog. These artificial sources are
placed at random locations in the residual map. The fluxes
are drawn from a power-law distribution inferred from the
real sources, with a range between 0.5σ and 30σ, where
σ = 55µJy/beam. The source extraction is performed with
the same parameters as for the real mosaic. To obtain a
realistic distribution of sources, 40 per cent of the objects
in our simulated catalogs are taken to be extended. In the
MC simulations, the extended sources are modelled as ob-
jects with a gaussian morphology. Their major axis sizes
are drawn randomly from values between one and two times
the synthesized beam size, the minor axis sizes are chosen
to have a fraction between 0.5 and 1.0 of the corresponding
major axis size, and the position angles are randomly se-
lected between 0◦ and 180◦. We determine the completeness
at a specific flux ST by evaluating the integral distribution
of the detected source fraction with total flux > ST . The
detected fraction and completeness of our catalog are shown
in Fig. 11. Our results indicate that at ST > 1mJy, our cat-
alog is 95 percent complete, whereas at ST . 0.5mJy the
completeness drops to about 80%.
In our facets, the presence of residual amplitude and
phase errors causes the background noise to deviate from a
purely Gaussian distribution. These noise deviations could
be potentially detected by the source-finding algorithm as
real sources. Assuming that the noise deviations can be
equally likely negative or positive and real detections are
due to positive peaks only, we run PyBDSF on the inverted
mosaic as done in Section 4.2 to estimate the false detection
rate (FDR) in our survey. This negative mosaic is created
by multiplying all the pixels in the mosaic image by −1.
During our tests in the negative mosaic, we discovered that
PyBDSF identifies a large number of artifacts around bright
sources as “real” sources. This could potentially bias our
FDR estimations. Therefore, we mask the regions around
bright sources (ST > 200mJy) with circle of radius 25
′′ to
make certain that our FDR estimations are not dominated
by artifacts. Excluding bright sources does not affect our
FDR estimations, as FDR is generally relevant for fainter
sources, whese noise deviations could be detected as real
objects. The FDR is determined from the ratio between the
number of false detections and real detections at a specific
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Fig. 8. The corrected positional offsets between high S/N and
compact LOFAR sources and their FIRST counterparts (see text
for more details). The dashed lines denotes a circle with radius
r = 1.5′′, which is the image pixel scale. The ellipse (red solid
line) centered on the right ascension and declination mean offsets
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Fig. 9. Total flux ratio for LOFAR sources and their GMRT
counterparts. Only unresolved and isolated LOFAR sources with
S/N > 15 are considered (see text for more details). The dashed
lines correspond to a standard deviation of σfR = 0.12, and the
median ratio of 1.00 is indicated by a solid black line.
flux density bin. The reliability, R = 1 − FDR at a given
flux density S, is estimated by integrating the FDR over
all fluxes > S. The FDR and reliability are plotted as a
function of total flux density in Fig 12.
Fig. 10. Ratio of the total flux density ST to peak flux density
SP as a function of S/N ratio (SP/σ) for all sources in our
catalog. The red lines indicate the lower and upper envelopes.
The blue line denotes the ST = SP axis. Sources (green circles)
that lie above the upper envelope are considered to be resolved.
4.8. Source catalog
The final catalog contains 10091 sources detected above a
5σ flux density threshold and is made available online6. The
astrometry, total and peak flux densities in the catalog are
corrected as described in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5; respec-
tively. The reported flux densities are on the Scaife & Heald
(2012) flux density scale and their errors have the global un-
certainties added in quadrature as described in Section 4.5.
We list a sample from 13 rows of the published catalog in
Table 2, where the columns are:
(1) Source ID
(2,4) source position (RA, Dec)
(3,5) errors in source position
(6,7) total flux density and error
(8,9) peak flux density and error
(10) combined bandwidth and time smearing correction fac-
tor for the peak flux density
(11) local rms noise
(12) source type (point source or extended)
(13) PyBDSF source structure code (S/M)
Additionally, the catalog contains three flags not shown
in Table 2. These flags follow the naming convention by
Williams et al. (2016) as follows:
(13) Flag edge, when equals to 1 indicates an object that
is located close to or in a facet edge, which could result in
some flux loss.
(14) Flag artifact, this flag indicate if an object is a calibra-
tion artifact: a value of “1” signifies a source that is probably
an artifact, and “2” signifies that is surely an artifact.
(15) Flag merged, when equal to 1 indicates a large diffuse
source whose separate components are merged into a single
one according to a visual inspection.
6 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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Fig. 11. Left: The solid black line indicates the fraction of sources detected in our simulations. The solid purple line denotes the
detected fraction corrected for the visibility area that is used in the source counts calculation. Right: The completeness function of
our Boötes catalog as a function of flux density. Our catalog is 95 per cent complete at S150MHz > 1mJy, while the completeness
drops to about 80 per cent at ST . 0.5mJy. The dashed lines in both plots represent 1σ errors estimated using Poisson statistics.
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Fig. 12. Left: False detection rate (FDR) as a function of flux density. For ST < 1mJy, the FDR is less than 5 per cent, while
there are not false detections for ST > 5mJy. Right: The reliability function of our Boötes catalog as a function of flux density.
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Table 2. A sample of ten rows from the source catalogue. See Section 4.8 for a description of the columns.
Source ID RA σRA DEC σDEC Ftotal Fpeak Fsmear σ Source type PyBDSF code
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6,7) (8,9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
[deg] [arcsec] [deg] [arcsec] [mJy] [mJy] [mJy/beam]
J143941.32+340337.6 219.92 0.53 34.06 0.38 0.55± 0.15 0.63± 0.14 1.03 0.10 P S
J142850.28+323248.3 217.21 0.21 32.55 0.12 3.63± 0.58 2.13± 0.33 1.05 0.10 E S
J142948.72+325055.0 217.45 0.64 32.85 0.33 3.3± 0.58 2.1± 0.33 1.04 0.07 P S
J143105.69+341233.4 217.77 0.39 34.21 0.17 0.73± 0.15 0.66± 0.12 1.00 0.06 P S
J143212.23+340650.8 218.05 0.60 34.11 0.21 0.40± 0.10 0.38± 0.08 1.00 0.05 P S
J142250.39+334749.8 215.71 0.35 33.80 0.19 1.50± 0.28 1.19± 0.21 1.05 0.11 E S
J144016.42+354346.0 220.07 0.14 35.73 0.10 3.66± 0.59 2.98± 0.46 1.05 0.12 P S
J143847.45+351001.4 219.70 0.58 35.17 0.48 0.62± 0.14 0.47± 0.11 1.03 0.07 E S
J144101.02+344109.2 220.25 0.45 34.69 0.39 0.87± 0.21 0.73± 0.14 1.04 0.09 P S
J144030.46+354650.3 220.13 0.53 35.78 0.41 0.95± 0.25 0.86± 0.18 1.06 0.12 E S
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5. Source counts
5.1. Size distribution and resolution bias
Following Prandoni et al. (2001), we use estimate an upper
limit Θlim for the angular size that a source of given flux can
have before its peak flux falls below our detection threshold
(5σ). This upper limit is defined as a function of the total
flux density:
Θlim = max (Θmax,Θmin) ,
where Θmax is obtained utilizing eq. 1 and Θmin, the min-
imum angular size that is reliably resolved, can be de-
rived combining eqs. 1 and 2. The constraint provided by
Θmin takes into account the finite size of the synthesized
beam and ensures that Θlim does not become unphysical
(Θmax −→ 0 at low S/N ratios). Sources with sizes > Θmax
will remain undetected and the resulting catalog will be
incomplete, whereas for sources with sizes < Θmin the de-
convolution is not reliable. This systematic effect is called
resolution bias. The range of possible values for the Θmax
and Θmin according to our rms levels are indicated by the
green and yellow, respectively, shaded lines in Fig 13. To
define the rms levels, we consider minimum and maximum
noise values in our map. As shown in Fig. 6, 90 per cent of
the total area has approximately σ . 140 µJy. This value
can thus be considered as representative of the maximum
noise value. For the minimum noise value, we take the cen-
tral rms noise in our map that is about σ ∼ 55 µJy. The
(deconvolved) size distribution of our sources is shown in
Fig. 13. As expected our sources tend to be smaller than
the maximum allowed sizes.
A good knowledge of the angular size distribution of our
LOFAR sources is critical for a correct determination of
the resolution bias in our survey. Particularly, at low-
frequencies the sources can be more extended, and the size
distribution can be different from that estimated in GHz
surveys (Williams et al. 2016; Mahony et al. 2016). In Fig
13, we compare the median of the angular size for our sam-
ple (purple points) with the average of the two median
size relations proposed by Windhorst et al. (1990, 1993) for
1.4GHz surveys:
Θmed,1 = 2 (S1.4GHz)
0.3
arcsec,
Θmed,2 =
{
2 (S1.4GHz)
0.3 arcsec S1.4GHz > 1mJy
2 arcsec S1.4GHz < 1mJy,
after scaling them to 150 MHz using a spectral index of
α = −0.7 (Smolčić et al. 2017b) (red solid lines). It is
clear that our sources have larger median deconvolved angu-
lar sizes than those predicted by the Windhorst relations.
A similar trend was found by Mahony et al. (2016) and
Williams et al. (2016) in their analysis of LOFAR observa-
tions. These authors proposed to modify the Windhorst re-
lations by increasing the normalization by factor of 2 (blue
solid line) to obtain a better fit to the median angular sizes
for their sources. A close examination to the median source
sizes in our sample indicates that this modification indeed
provides a good fit to our data. Therefore, we employ this
relation to account for the resolution effects in our catalog.
Fig. 13. Angular size (deconvolved geometric mean) for LO-
FAR sources as function of their total flux density. The range
of possible values for the maximum and minimum detectable
angular sizes corresponding to the rms range in our mosaic
(55 − 140 µJy) are indicated by the green and yellow lines, re-
spectively. All unresolved sources are located in the plane Θ = 0,
and the median source sizes for our sample are shown by purple
points. The red line indicates the median of the Windhorst et al.
(1990) functions, the blue line represents the same function in-
creased by a normalization factor of 2.
To correct the source counts for the incompleteness due to
the resolution bias we need to determine the true integral
angular size distribution of radio sources as a function of
the total flux density. Windhorst et al. (1990) reported a
exponential form for the true angular size distribution:
h (Θlim) = exp
[(
b
(
Θlim
Θmed
)a)]
, (3)
with a = − ln (2) and b = 0.62. To determine the unbiased
integral size distribution from our sample, we need to select
sources in a total flux density range that is not affected by
the resolution bias. For this purpose, we choose the flux den-
sity range 10mJy < ST < 25mJy. The reason for choosing
this flux density range is two fold. First, the number of re-
liably deconvolved sources in this range is 93%, and second
to determine the integral size distribution with a large sta-
tistical sample that is close as possible to our 5σ detection
threshold. In Fig. 14 (lef panel), we compare the integral
size distribution (solid black line) for sources in our catalog
with flux densities in the range 10mJy < S150MHz < 25mJy
with the 1.4GHz relations proposed by Windhorst scaled to
150 MHz using a spectral index of α = −0.7. We find that
the scaled Windhorst relations are a good represention of
the integral size distribution for Θ . 5′′ sources, which cor-
respond to a fraction of 80 per cent in our Boötes catalog.
The resolution bias correction is defined as c =
1/ [1− h (Θlim)] (Prandoni et al. 2001). Fig. 14 (right
panel) shows the resolution bias correction as a function
of the total flux density for the scaled Windhorst relations
and the integral size distribution determined for our sam-
ple. We use the average of the Windhorst relations to apply
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the resolution bias correction to our catalog. Additionally, a
10 per cent uncertainty is added in quadrature to the errors
in the source counts following Windhorst et al. (1990).
5.2. Visibility area
The varying noise present in our mosaic implies that objects
with different flux densities are not distributed uniformly in
the region surveyed. Thus, the contribution of each object
to the source counts is weighted by the reciprocal of its
visibility area (i.e. the fraction of the total area in which
the source can be detected), as derived in Section 4.2. This
correction allows us to account for different visibility areas
within the same flux density bin.
5.3. Completeness and reliability
As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, the fraction of detected sources
decreases towards fainter flux densities. Thus, a correction
factor that accounts for the missed objects is required when
calculating the source counts. For this purpose, we employ
the detected fraction corrected for the visibility area (see
Fig. 11) to account for the incompleteness in our source
counts. Furthermore, we apply a factor to account for the
reliability using the FDR derived in Section 4.7.
5.4. Multiple-component sources
In Section 4.2, we carried out a visual inspection to iden-
tify resolved sources that have been misclassified into dif-
ferent single components by our source extraction software.
However, for sources that are resolved out and split out
into multiple-components and do not show signs of physi-
cal connection, establishing that their components are part
of a same source is not trivial. Consequently, these com-
ponents are still listed as separate sources in our catalog.
This must be taken into account when computing the source
counts to ensure these multi-component sources are only
counted once. For this purpose, we employ the algorithm
by Magliocchetti et al. (1998), to identity the missed dou-
ble sources in our catalog. First, the separation between a
component and its nearest neighbor, and the total flux den-
sity of the two components are compared. The components
are considered as part of a double source if their flux ratio
f is in the range 0.25 ≤ f ≤ 4, and satisfies the separa-
tion criterion scaled to 150MHz using a spectral index of
α = −0.7:
Θ0 < 100
√(
ST
20
)
,
where Θ0 is in arcseconds and ST is the summed flux of
the two components, otherwise the components are consid-
ered independent single sources . We identify 633 sources
(i.e. 6 per cent of the catalog) as doubles following the
Magliocchetti et al. (1998) criterion.
5.5. Differential source counts
The normalized 150Hz differential radio-source counts de-
rived from our LOFAR Boötes observations between our 5σ
flux density threshold of 275µJy and 3 Jy are shown in Fig.
16. Vertical error bars indicate the uncertainties obtained
by propagating the errors on the correction factors to the√
n Poissonian errors (Gehrels 1986) from the raw counts.
Horizontal error bars denote the flux bins width.
For comparison purposes, previous 150 MHz source counts
by Intema et al. (2017) and Franzen et al. (2016), as
well as the Boötes counts obtained by Williams et al.
(2016) are shown in Fig. 16. Additionally, we show pre-
vious results from deep fields at 1.4GHz (Padovani et al.
2015), 3GHz (Smolčić et al. 2017b) and the compilation by
de Zotti et al. (2010) scaled to 150 MHz using a spectral
index of α = −0.7 (Smolčić et al. 2017b).
Our source counts are in fairly good agreement with pre-
vious low- and high- frequency surveys. At S150MHz >
1mJy, there is a very good consistency for the source
counts derived from the various surveys. The situation
is different for the fainter flux bins (S150MHz < 1mJy),
where there is a large dispersion between the results
from the literature. In the range S150MHz ≤ 1.0 mJy,
our source counts are consistent with those derived by
Williams et al. (2016), and also they closely follow the
counts reported by Smolčić et al. (2017b). In the flux den-
sity bins S150MHz ≤ 0.4mJy, the drop in the source counts
may be the result of residual incompleteness. Our data con-
firms the change in the slope at sub-mJy flux densities pre-
viously reported in the literature by high- (Katgert et al.
1988; Hopkins et al. 1998; Padovani et al. 2015) and low-
(Williams et al. 2016; Mahony et al. 2016) frequency sur-
veys. This change can be associated to the increasing contri-
bution of SF galaxies and radio-quiet AGNs at the faintest
flux density bins (Smolčić et al. 2008; Padovani et al. 2009,
2011; Smolčić et al. 2017a).
5.6. Cosmic variance
The differences between source counts at flux densities
< 1.0 mJy for multiple independent fields are generally
larger than predicted from their Poissonian fluctuations
(Condon 2007). These differences may result from either
systematics uncertainties such as the calibration accuracy,
primary beam correction, and bandwidth smearing, or dif-
ferent resolution bias corrections adopted in the literature,
or cosmic variance introduced by the large scale structure.
The combination of large area coverage and high sensitivity
of our Boötes observations offers an excellent opportunity
to investigate the effect of cosmic variance in the source
counts from different extragalactic fields. For this purpose,
we divide the 20deg2 Boötes mosaic into 10 non-overlapping
circular sectors, each one with an approximate area of 2deg2
and on average containing more than 900 sources. Fig. 15
shows the spatial distribution of the circular sectors in the
Boötes mosaic.
The purple shaded region in Fig. 16 shows the 1σ scatter
due to cosmic variance in our source counts. The counts in
each circular sector are computed in the same way as done
for the entire mosaic. The comparison of the shaded region
with the counts derived from deep observations scaled to
150MHz suggests that the 1σ scatter due to cosmic variance
is larger than the Poissonian errors of the source counts,
and it may explain the dispersion from previously reported
depth source counts at flux densities S < 1mJy. This con-
firms the results of Heywood et al. (2013) who reached a
similar conclusion by comparing the scatter of observed
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Fig. 14. Left: Integral size distribution (black lines) for sources in our catalog with 10 mJy < S150MHz < 25 mJy. The red
and blue lines represent the Windhorst et al. (1990) and Windhorst et al. (1993) relations scaled to 150MHz and increased by a
normalization factor of 2 for the corresponding median angular sizes. Right: The resolution bias c = 1/ [1− h (Θlim)] as a function
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Fig. 15. The spatial distribution of the circular sectors in the
Boötes mosaic used to test the effect of cosmic variance in our
source counts. Each circular sector has an approximate area of
2 deg2.
source counts with that of matched samples from the S3-
SEX simulation by Wilman et al. (2008).
6. Conclusions
We have presented deep LOFAR observations at 150 MHz.
These observations cover the entire Boötes field down to
an rms noise level of ∼ 55 µJy/beam in the inner region,
with a synthesized beam of 3.98
′′×6.45′′. Our radio catalog
contains 10091 entries above the 5σ detection over an area
of 20 deg2. We investigated the astrometry, flux scale accu-
racy and other systematics in our source catalog. Our radio
source counts are in agreement with those derived from
deep high-frequency surveys and recent low-frequency ob-
servations. Additionally, we confirm the sharp change in the
counts slope at sub-mJy flux densities. The combination of
large area coverage and high sensitivity of our Boötes obser-
vations suggests that the 1σ scatter due to cosmic variance
is larger than the Poissonian errors of the source counts,
and it may explain the dispersion from previously reported
depth source counts at flux densities S < 1mJy.
Our LOFAR observations combined with the Boötes an-
cillary data will allow us to perform a photometric iden-
tification of most of the newly detected radio sources in
the catalog, including rare objects such as high-z quasars
(Retana-Montenegro & Röttgering 2018). Future spectro-
scopic observations will provide an unique opportunity to
study the nature of these faint low-frequency radio sources.
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